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PART ONE
RWANDA, CHAPTERS 1-6

1.The publisher was very intentional with the design of the book. What strikes you as significant?

·Cover colors are from Rwandan flag
·Cover photo of Rebeka says more about her courage than her disability (she’s sitting on a skateboard
wearing two casts)
·Interior design reflects fabric patterns in Rwanda
·Butterfly becomes an important symbol as you dive into Rebeka’s story

2.What did you learn about Rwanda, Rwandan culture, or rural life in Rwanda from Rebeka’s
story?

·Dogs are not kept as pets.
·Education, transportation, and health care are difficult to access.
·People who experience material poverty experience all human emotions, including joy. 
·People have strong biases against/misunderstandings about disabilities.
·People are generous. (Kibenga Primary School’s headmaster who admitted both Rebeka and Medea.)

3.What stands out to you regarding Rebeka’s family dynamics?

·Rebeka and her younger sister Medeatrice have a very close relationship. (as described in the vignettes)
·Rebeka and her parents are close as well. Her parents want the best for her and are still seeking successful
treatment.

4. Consider the perspective of Rebeka’s parents as they navigated her disability. What difficult
decisions did they make regarding their daughter’s health and education? 

·Taking Rebeka to in-patient therapy seemed to be her parents’ only option at that point to treat her
condition.
·Because of her age and their complicated circumstances, Rebeka’s parents were advised to say a quick
goodbye with little explanation of the treatment plan and its length. (Have you had a similar experience with
a lack of communication from your parent? Have you as a parent under explained something to your child
in an attempt to spare them concern?)

5.How did Rebeka demonstrate her courage and ingenuity?

·Taking the initiative to learn how to walk with the support of her sister Medea.
·Cutting snowflakes out of paper to cope with disappointment and to decorate their home.
·Learning letters and numbers from Medea.



PART TWO
AMERICA, CHAPTERS 7-23

6. Rebeka felt many emotions as she left Rwanda for the U.S. Did any surprise you or resonate
with you?

·Sadness
·Excitement
·Fear
·Loneliness
·Homesickness

7.Rebeka couldn’t understand English when she first arrived, partly because of the accents and
speed in which people spoke. How do you think Rebeka gained English fluency so quickly?

·She was immersed in English and lived with a family who didn’t speak her native Kinyarwanda.
·While she could have called and spoken in her native language with other Rwandans, she chose not to do
so. She was determined to learn quickly.

8.Rebeka continues to demonstrate her tenacity and determination. In what ways did she
protect and bolster her dignity?

·Eating new foods
·Brushing her teeth
·When introducing Alayna to her family members in a photo, Rebeka made sure that Alayna pronounced
each name correctly. It felt good to be the one who knew how to say things correctly.
·Hanging her tutu on the wall
·Cutting her own food with a knife
·Contributing to the move even though she could only carry small, light loads.
·She learned to swallow pills quickly.
·She was brave through her treatment and through the pain. (Xray, Casting, Surgery)
·She insisted on driving the go cart by herself.
·She was disciplined in her physical therapy
·She helped Clay mulch the yard (“…It felt good to be outside, to use her body, to have a job…”)
·Having the choice to take a sedative while still with Meredith and Clay.
·Practicing walking to her friend Kate’s house and racing with Alayna built her confidence.



PART TWO CONT'D.
AMERICA, CHAPTERS 7-23

9. During Rebeka’s time in the U.S., she compared and contrasted her experiences to what was
familiar at home. What did you learn about Rwanda, Rwandan culture, or rural life in Rwanda
from Rebeka’s time in the U.S.?

·Dogs typically are not kept as pets in Rwanda.
·Stores and markets are different in the U.S.
·Education, transportation, and health care are more difficult to access in Rwanda.
·Rebeka was surprised that Meredith drove a car.
·Electricity and indoor plumbing are less common for households in rural Rwanda.
·People who experience material poverty still experience all human emotions, including joy. 
·People have strong biases against/misunderstandings about disabilities both in Rwanda and in the U.S.
·Fries (chips) and Fanta are enjoyed both in the U.S. and Rwanda.

10.What surprised you most about Rebeka’s time and experiences in the U.S.?

·Was it how quickly she gained English fluency?
·Was it the things she found new and exciting? (Plane travel, language, different foods, new clothes,
crayons, trampoline, grocery store, dentist, cultural tradition of signing someone’s cast, American
Thanksgiving, American Christmas, go cart, ocean (her favorite part about CA!), Disneyland, snow?)
·Was it the video call with her parents and how it made her feel homesick and disconnected from them,
and how she felt guilty for English coming more quickly than Kinyarwanda?

11. What excited Rebeka that able-bodied people may take for granted? 

·Wearing socks that properly fit.
·Wearing headbands.
·Playing on playgrounds.



PART TWO CONT'D.
AMERICA, CHAPTERS 7-23

12. Have you had a “chance comes once” moment of your own? Did you take it? How did it
impact your life? What were some of the chance comes once moments in Her Own Two Feet?

·Rebeka’s family registered her into Africa New Life’s sponsorship program.
·The Rice family sponsored Rebeka’s education.
·Rebeka and her parents accepted the opportunity to potentially receive treatment in the U.S., even though
there were no guarantees.
·The Davis family said yes to hosting Rebeka, and this experience/relationship with her has changed their
lives.
-Kate chose to be friends with Rebeka
·There is a quote at the end of the book that says “She had a choice to make each day, and she would
choose joy.” We all have a choice to make when we wake up in the morning, a chance to choose joy that can
alter our attitude and day. The choice to choose joy comes more than once, it’s not necessarily a “chance
comes once” moment, but we only get each moment once, and in that moment we make that choice that
we can’t take back. How have you chosen to be joyful, even when it’s hard?

13.Rebeka says she is “strong like a butterfly” (page 133). What are some parallels between
Rebeka and the butterfly motif?

·After butterflies hatch, they have to be patient while their wings dry. Rebeka had to be patient as her feet
healed from surgeries.
·After butterflies hatch, they open and close their wings to prepare for flight. This pumps fluid from their
abdomen into their wings, making them stronger. Rebeka practiced standing and taking steps until she
could gain the strength and endurance to walk.
·Monarch butterflies migrate over 3,000 miles and Rebeka traveled thousands of miles from Rwanda to the
U.S. 
·Butterflies might look delicate, but they are strong. Rebeka also didn’t appear strong with her small frame
and physical disability, but she is incredibly strong. You can’t accurately judge someone by their appearance.
·Caterpillars form a hard chrysalis around themselves and inside that hard covering, transformation takes
place. Rebeka’s casts were like a hard chrysalis, and inside transformation was happening, her feet were
turning.



PART THREE
RWANDA, CHAPTERS 24-25

14. When Rebeka returned to Rwanda she struggled to understand and speak Kinyarwanda.
Why do you think it took a few weeks for her native language to come back? Do you think her
ability to speak English was worth the scary experience of "losing" her Kinyarwanda for a short
time?

·In the book, Meredith and Rebeka describe her language skills like a faucet. She turned Kinyarwanda off
while in the U.S. so that she could be fully immersed in English. She needed to be fully immersed in
Kinyarwanda again for it to flow with ease.
·While the language delay was scary and confusing for Rebeka and her family, her ability to speak English
fluently continues to provide greater opportunities for Rebeka in her education and will also do so for her
future work.
·Since then, Rebeka has been able to help translate for English speaking visitors when they’re
communicating with their sponsored student’s family.

15. Aside from Rebeka’s physical transformation, how did she experience transformation?

·The reception Rebeka received at Kibenga Primary School from the headmaster and students was really
encouraging, but not everyone received her so warmly. Some people still made fun of her and others were
jealous of her time in the U.S. Before Rebeka was treated in the U.S., she was often hurt by the words and
attitudes of those who had biases against her disabilities. After returning to Rwanda, Rebeka had grown in
confidence and maturity. She didn’t internalize hurtful comments like she had before. She understood that
“the world was much bigger than rude comments or pointing fingers.”
·Rebeka wasn’t defined by her disabilities. “She was a storyteller, an English speaker, a book reader, a
princess, and a go-kart driver, and so much more.” 
·When she felt lonely or left out, Rebeka reminded herself of her beloved friends and her determination
that led her to learn how to walk twice.
·Rebeka was brave and strong.
·Rebeka was full of laughter and confidence.
·Rebeka had to make a choice every day. She would choose joy. (Page 182)

Thank you to Africa New Life, who organized an online book club with people across the US and across the ocean
in Rwanda. Special thanks to Trina Lee (ANL Sponsorship Program Senior Manager) who led us and came up with
our questions, and to our book club special guests Augustine Ndemezo (ANL Program Manager) and Rebbeka
Kabatesi (ANL Child Sponsorship Coordinator). These three made our book club even more rich and rewarding. 

May your books clubs be the same as you gather and talk about this story and share your own. Happy reading!


